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At the Aquarium

It’s time for Penguinology

Explore the secret world of penguins.

Welcoming a
New President and CEO
The New England Aquarium is thrilled
to welcome our new president and
CEO, Dr. Nigella Hillgarth!
Before coming to the Aquarium,
Dr. Hillgarth served as the Executive
Director of University of California, San
Diego’s Birch Aquarium at Scripps, which
is part of the world-renowned Scripps
Institution of Oceanography.
A native of Ireland, the Oxford-educated
Dr. Hillgarth has been leading the Birch
Aquarium since 2002. While at the Birch,
she spearheaded the renovation of exhibit
halls and brought in regular changing
exhibits, including the award-winning
“Feeling the Heat: The Climate Challenge.”
She also dramatically increased private
giving to an institution that receives only
a small amount of direct operating support
from local or state governments, much like
the New England Aquarium. Prior to that
she headed up the largest bird park in the
United States at the Tracy Aviary in Salt
Lake City.

This summer at the Aquarium, you
are invited to go on an adventure to
discover amazing facts about penguins.
Come uncover the power of penguins’
underwater super speed. Peek into
the hidden burrows where they care
for their young. See all the tricks they
have up their feathers.
The fun starts as soon as you enter
the Aquarium. Families will receive
a special Penguinology Adventure
Guide with a series of informational
pages that present a mysterious
fact about penguins. Each mystery
is solved at one of the decoder
stations tucked away throughout the
Aquarium. The stations have a special
light that makes the answer appear on
the guide page before your eyes!
The same penguin mysteries will be
accessible using your smartphone
or tablet, along with even more
fascinating penguin stories and videos.
Plus, penguin chick season will be in
full swing when you visit this summer.
The Blue Planet Action Center will
feature daily presentations with a live

feed to the breeding room behind
the scenes so you can check in on the
penguin parents and juveniles.
There are more than 80 penguins
waiting to inspire your love of the
blue planet like never before. Come
learn about these amazing birds,
and discover how we can work
together to help them survive in a
changing world. Your next trip to the
Aquarium will transform you into
a penguinologist—one of penguins’
many allies. Let the adventure begin!

Dr. Hillgarth is also a highly regarded
zoologist and has conducted research on
penguins and other birds. Her field work
has taken her to the Arctic, Antarctica,
Argentina, the Amazon, the Galapagos,
Peru, India and Thailand. While at
Scripps, she also served as the assistant
director for outreach in oceanography,
working to ensure that the institution’s
mission and research are effectively
communicated to the world.
Board Chair Donna Hazard remarks,
“We are thrilled to have found in Nigella
an experienced aquarium leader and
scientist who shares the Aquarium’s
passion for the oceans and commitment to
education, conservation and research.”

Discover how penguins like this African penguin speed through the water.
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cool jobs
—Ann Cortissoz

Mark Smith,
vice president of animal care
When Mark Smith started scuba diving
at 16, he used to draw moray eels out
of their holes using their reflection in his
diving mask as a lure. Once they were
out, Mark says, he would let them dive
into his buoyancy compensation vest as if
it was a cave, and when they poked their
heads out, he would feed them smashed
sea urchins. They have poor eyesight,
Mark explains, so it was important not to
make sudden moves and make sure the
urchin was near their mouth, because the
scent makes them very motivated to feed.
Asked why in the world he did this,
Mark’s reply was, “Curiosity...I was
fascinated with marine life and
exhilarated to be in their realm.” (Though
today, as the Aquarium’s new Vice
President of Animal Health, he hastens
to say that luring moray eels out of caves
and feeding them is not advisable.)
Mark, a tall, affable Australian, has been
fascinated by the ocean since he first saw
it at age 5, and his career path shows it.

Photo: K. Ellenbogen

Mark took an aquarium job in Australia
immediately after college, where he
built an education program and a
research and rescue foundation from
the ground up. From there he took on a
series of aquarium jobs that eventually
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led him to help build
entire aquariums from
the ground up.
He oversaw the
biological, technical
and operational aspects of the
construction and start-up of L’Aquarium
de Barcelona. As the institution’s
director, his responsibilities included
exhibit design, water treatment,
animal husbandry protocols and
education and research programs.
A few years later, Mark reprised his
role as director at the Oceanario de
Lisboa. Coincidentally, the architect
who designed the Lisbon aquarium,
Peter Chermayeff, also designed
the New England Aquarium building
almost 30 years earlier with the
then fledgling architecture firm
Cambridge Seven Associates.
Mark is no stranger to New England. He
co-founded a Rochester, Mass. design
firm called Cosestudi that specializes
in conceptualizing, designing and
implementing science-related exhibits.
He also took on the role of executive
director at the Ocean Explorium in New
Bedford, an educational center for the
study of science and ocean stewardship.

Working in the aquarium
world gave Mark a good
idea of the New England
Aquarium’s contributions.
“I am an admirer of the people who
represent the Aquarium, the team, the
dedication of that team to its mission,
which is clearly conservation and
education, in an uncompromising way,”
He says. “They have done marvelous
things, and there’s the promise to
do a whole lot more. So when they
tapped me on the shoulder, the
choice to come to the New England
Aquarium was very, very easy.”
There were some aspects of the
institution that Mark didn’t expect,
though. “I was surprised by the quality
and quantity of the research and
conservation programs conducted by the
Aquarium. I knew the team did great work,
but the scale is impressive. The Aquarium
should be shouting from the rooftops
the successes it has had,” Mark laughs.
“Maybe that’s not the New England way.
It’s certainly not the country Australian
way, but we should do it nontheless.”
Mark also admires the decision made
not too long ago to focus rescue and
rehabilitation efforts on animals that are
actually endangered: animals on which
the Aquarium can have a conservation
implact. “That’s the way the aquarium
and zoo community should be
moving,” Marks says. “And
once again the New
England Aquarium is
in the vanguard.”

Rock beauty angelfish (Holacanthus tricolor)

Photo: S. Cheng

African penguin (Spheniscus demersus)

New England Aquarium Whale Watch

Wonder Is Just a
Boat Ride Away
The New England Aquarium partners with
Boston Harbor Cruises (BHC) to give visitors
front-row seats to view the oceans’ most
fascinating and magnificent animals on the
New England Aquarium Whale Watch.
The BHC boat takes passengers to
Stellwagen Bank National Marine
Sanctuary, a rich feeding ground for whales,
dolphins, sea birds and other marine life. This
Brown booby (Sula leucogaster)
area is home to several kinds of large whales,
Photos: Boston Harbor Cruises
including humpback whales, finback whales, minke
whales, pilot whales and the critically endangered
North Atlantic right whales. White-sided dolphins may also put in an
appearance. Naturalists trained by Aquarium experts are on board so
passengers never have to wonder about what they are seeing.

Rescued green sea turtle (Chelonia mydas)

Photo: K. Ellenbogen

Of course, every season is different (actually, every day is different),
but some highlights from the summer of 2013 will give you an idea of
what you might see this summer:

Northern fur seal (Callorhinus ursinus)

• Humpback whales open-mouth feeding
• Atlantic white-sided dolphin sightings
• Fin whale fluking (lifting its tail out of the water to dive)
• Humpback whales breaching (exploding out of the water head first)
• A rare sighting of a brown booby, a tropical seabird that hitched a
ride back to Boston on the boat

Don’t forget!
Members get a discount on Whale Watches, so bring your membership card when you
come to Central Wharf for your ocean adventure! Find out what Whale Watch passengers
are seeing this season online at the Whale Watch Log. whalewatch.neaq.org
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live blue

TM

—Emily Bauernfeind

A lifetime of
living blue
Bud Ris started a career in environmental
protection working for a logging company in
Washington’s Cascade Mountains. “They were
clear-cutting trees with stumps as big as your dining
room table,” he says. “But at that time little attention
was paid to preserving the ecosystem within which these
amazing cedars and firs were growing. I knew I wanted
to be part of a solution to protect our natural resources.”
That experience set Bud on a lifelong
career path that included a major focus
on global environmental problems
and leading the Union of Concerned
Scientists for 23 years. And then
in 2005 he became the Aquarium’s
President and CEO.
Since then, there has been no
downtime for Bud, not even during the
last few weeks of his 9-year tenure. “I
thought I was going to get a break,” he
joked. “But no! I’ve been busy right up
to end.” Looking back on all that he
accomplished, that sounds about right.
Here are just a few examples of how
Bud has made a significant difference
connecting people to the oceans,
expanding our understanding of this
incredible resource and strengthening
the Aquarium’s status as a beloved civic
institution in Boston.

Maintaining core programs
During Bud’s tenure, the Aquarium’s
signature programs on the North
Atlantic right whale, endangered sea
turtles, sustainable seafood and the
Phoenix Island Protected Area have
continued with pioneering research
and major conservation successes.
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Bud Ris accepts an award from the
head of the Environmental Protection
Agency, Gina McCarthy.

Gateway to the oceans

Shaping Boston’s waterfront

Bud has reinforced the role of the
Aquarium as a gateway to the oceans
by undertaking major changes to the
building and its exterior, including
the New Balance Foundation Marine
Mammal Center, Harbor View Terrace
and Harborwalk completed in 2009
and the top-to-bottom 21st-century
transformation of the Giant Ocean
Tank. Throughout this process, the
Aquarium has introduced conservation
programming to the exhibit path
much more extensively and effectively.
For the first time, the Aquarium has
a significant exhibit focused almost
exclusively on the Aquarium’s mission
outside of Central Wharf: the Blue
Planet Action Center.

Bud took an active interest in
shaping the future of Boston’s
historic waterfront and helping to
prepare the city for the impacts of
climate change. He has been deeply
involved in the downtown waterfront
planning process run by the Boston
Redevelopment Authority, co-chairs
the City’s Climate Preparedness Task

Expanding education
opportunities
Under Bud’s leadership, the Aquarium
has grown its capacity to inspire future
ocean protectors in New England and
across the country on what is arguably
the most important environmental
issue of our time: climate change. The
Aquarium now leads a nationwide
collaboration of aquariums and zoos
with the potential to reach tens of
millions of visitors each year.

on the ambitious capital improvement
plan that has lead to a completely
revitalized Aquarium.

A strong Board of Trustees

These accomplishments, among
others, are Bud’s legacy on Central
Wharf. As he says: “The Aquarium
is once again one of the crown jewels
among the museums in Boston.
Indeed, it is the bluest one—the
gateway to the oceans at the heart
of the city’s new and wonderfully
vibrant waterfront.”

With Bud’s help, the Aquarium’s
boards of Trustees and Overseers have
attracted enthusiastic and committed
members who can provide sound
leadership and financial support going
forward. Many serve as outstanding
ambassadors for the institution and
virtually all support the Aquarium
financially.

A fantastic staff
Bud’s influence can be seen in the
passionate and dedicated staff that
makes the Aquarium tick—from the
aquarists and trainers wading waistdeep into exhibits to the educators at
local schools. His leadership has been
an inspiration to our entire team.

And Bud can be proud of that. He
is leaving the Aquarium restored
and rejuvenated. And for that, the
Aquarium community, and everyone
who cares about the future of the
blue planet, is deeply grateful.

Photo: K. Ellenbogen

Force and has been a constant advocate
for the Rose Kennedy Greenway—the
Aquarium’s new “front yard.”

Firm financial footing
Bud worked closely with Executive
Vice President and Chief Operating
Officer Walter Flaherty to restore
the Aquarium’s finances, making it
possible for the institution to embark

Margaret and Bud Ris

Photo: Luste

r Studios

Under Bud’s leadership, the
construction of the New Balance
Foundation Marine Mammal
Center reconnected the
Aquarium with Boston Harbor
and the Harborwalk.
Photo: N. Lipski
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future ocean protectors
Ocean animal stories for young readers

Are you ready to learn some
new things about penguins?
This summer the Aquarium is filled with penguin mysteries
for you to solve. Here are two penguin secrets to get
you started.
6

Here come the
penguin chicks!

Read the questions
and then turn the magazine
upside down to read the answer.

MYSTERY #1:

Do penguins have ears?
Yes! They are hidden under their feathers. Penguins
have great hearing above and below the water.

MYSTERY #1:

Every summer penguin
chicks hatch at the
Aquarium. The young
penguins stay behind the
scenes with their parents
for about three months.
Then they go on exhibit
with the rest of the
penguins.

Fast growers
A penguin born in June
will be fully grown by the
time you start the next
school year!

Do penguins sneeze?
Yes! Penguins can drink salt water, but
the salt is removed from their bloodstream
by a salt gland behind the eyes.
Then they sneeze out the salt!

Ready for more?
Share these penguin secrets with your friends
and family. Then come to the Aquarium to find
out more penguin secrets like these:

A little blue penguin chick (Eudyptula minor),
about 6 weeks old, born at the Aquarium.

Do penguins have knees?
How do penguins see under water?
What did penguins look like millions of years ago?
And more!
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global explorers
—Story and photography by Brian Skerry

Shining a Light on

SHARKS
Shark. The word alone evokes an almost visceral response of fear in
humans. Peter Benchley once commented that he had unknowingly
tapped into some primal fear that exists within people when he wrote
his novel Jaws, a fear of being eaten by another animal. The reality,
at least with sharks, is that the likelihood of being eaten by a shark
is infinitesimal, and as Benchley observed in the years following,
sharks have far more to fear from us than we do from them. Still,
humans seem to need monsters in their lives, and toothy predators
lurking beneath the ocean surface fill that need rather well.
Summertime brings the subject of sharks
to the forefront, as beachgoers swim in
the surf and look at the sea wondering
what exactly might be out there. In recent
years, New Englanders have learned
that among the animals that occupy our
waters are an increasing number of great
white sharks, the apex of apex predators
in the sea. Always found in our waters,
white shark stocks have been growing, or
at least being more concentrated in the
waters off Cape Cod because
of the multiplying
numbers of

seals around Monomoy Island. I suspect
these might be similar conditions to
what existed centuries ago, before the
seals were hunted to a small fraction of
their historic numbers. So the waters
off the Cape are returning to a natural
equilibrium, the way this ecosystem
was designed to function by nature.
While no one wants to see a dorsal fin
approaching them on their Boogie Board,
local folks do seem to be intrigued by the
shark’s presence. So
perhaps it is
a good

time to shed some light on the
importance of these animals to
the health of our planet, and just
how much they need our help.
I began scuba diving 36 years ago this
summer. My first dives were made off
the beaches of Cape Cod and Rockport,
and though my work takes me to oceanic
locations worldwide, I still love diving in
my native waters. I swam with my first
shark in 1982. I was 20 miles off the
coast of Rhode Island, working with a
group of marine scientists. Late in the
day, a 5-foot-long blue shark swam
into our slick, and for the next hour
I marveled at the animal’s stunning
indigo color and the elegant way she
moved effortlessly through the
sea. I was hooked, addicted to
sharks, wanting to know more
about them and wanting to
spend much more time
observing their behaviors.
In the years that have
followed I have spent
a great deal of time
in the company of
sharks in waters
around the globe and
remain as fascinated
by them as I was on
that first day. For a
photographer, sharks
are a stirring subject,
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oxygen we breathe
comes from the
ocean, as does
much of the world’s
protein. So for our
very survival, it
is in our interest
to protect and
conserve our seas
and the animals
that live there.
Sharks play a vital
role in the health of
oceanic habitats.
Remove the
Clockwise from bottom left: A whale shark (Rhincodon typus)
predators and the
surrounded by baitfish off Yucatan, Mexico; a basking shark
whole ecosystem
(Cetorhinus maximus) near Chatham, Mass.; The dorsal fin of a
lemon shark (Negaprion brevirostris), with remoras (parasite fish)
begins to crash
attached, in the Bahamas.
like a house of
cards. Yet today
possessing a perfect blend of grace
on planet Earth we are killing in excess
and power. They have been sculpted
of 100 million sharks each year. In the
by evolution and are ideally suited for
last 60 years we have lost an estimated
whichever ecosystem they inhabit,
90 percent of shark populations. And
from coral reefs to pelagic zones.
as the sharks disappear the health of
What I have learned during decades of
our oceans decline. As a result, the
exploring under water and spending
health of our planet declines as well.
time with sharks is that they are critical
I believe it is time for a new ethic, a
to the health of the oceans. They are
new view of the sea and its inhabitants.
also being decimated at alarming
Like lions and tigers, sharks are
rates and desperately need our help.
predators and must be respected. As
Earth is a water planet—about 98
human populations increase and more
percent of our biosphere (where animals
people take to the sea for recreation,
can live) is water. The majority of the
we must be vigilant and careful about

how our behavior might interact with
wild animals. When I swam with
my first shark in 1982, few divers
were actually hoping to see sharks.
Misconceptions were commonplace,
and few believed anything good could
come from such an encounter. In
more recent times however, attitudes
have changed, and many divers now
regularly travel to places where they
can see sharks. As a result, legions
of shark ambassadors have been
created. Despite this evolution in
attitude among many, sharks continue
to be maligned. And when an animal
is viewed as dangerous or bad,
eliminating it invites little objection.
Let’s take our curiosity and intrigue
about sharks to the next level and
seek to learn even more about these
misunderstood animals. I am confident
that awareness will be followed by
appreciation, followed by conservation.

Brian Skerry
is an award-winning
National Geographic
photographer and the New England
Aquarium’s Explorer-in-Residence.
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members’ notes

Animal Encounter
Programs
Get in the water with a seal. Perch on top of the
four-story Giant Ocean Tank to feed the animals.
Go behind the scenes of your favorite exhibits. The
New England Aquarium’s immersive Animal Encounter
programs take your visit to a whole new level. Whether
you have an unquenchable curiosity about marine
animals or you want a brand new perspective on
popular exhibits, these unique opportunities are
designed for the Aquarium superfan. Be sure to bring
your curiosity and questions!

Get more details on page 12.
And don’t forget that members receive a discount.
Photos: S. Cheng

Animal
Sponsorship
PROGRAM

What’s your favorite animal here at the Aquarium?
Is it the perky little blue penguin? The sleek harbor
seal? The iconic American lobster? Or one of our
other awe-inspiring residents? You can show your
love for your favorite marine animals by sponsoring
them today. There are many species to choose from
right now and more on the way!
Animal Sponsorship makes a great gift for all kinds of special
occasions, providing your recipients with a frameable portrait
and a fascinating species profile so they can learn all about
the animal you select for them. Plus, you can feel good about
your gift. Sponsoring an animal helps with the daily cost of
care for all the animals here at the Aquarium—including the
best possible medical treatment, food and habitat upkeep.
It also provides support to grow our many vital marine
education and conservation programs so that we can
continue to make a difference on the most challenging
issues facing our oceans.
We asked and you answered! This past spring we posted
an online survey for members to select the next animal
to be added to the Animal Sponsorship roster.
10

Photos: S. Cheng

Help us welcome our newest addition!

The winner...leafy seadragon!
Check out the leafy seadragon and the whole
catalog of available species to sponsor:
Green sea turtle
Little blue penguin
African penguin
Rockhopper penguin
Harbor seal

Northern fur seal
Cownose ray
Kemp’s ridley sea turtle
American lobster NEW!

Visit us online at
www.neaq.org/animalsponsorship

Member
Visiting Tip
Summer is here, and it’s our busiest time at the Aquarium,
so here’s a quick tip on how to make your visit stress-free.
live blue™— take public transportation.
The Aquarium is on the MBTA’s Blue Line, so taking the T is easy.
We also have Hubway bike stations located near the Aquarium—a great
way to see the city, reach the Aquarium and live blue™ !
If you are driving in, check www.neaq.org for area parking options where
the Aquarium validates; and remember that only Aquarium members
receive a discount at the Harbor Garage, adjacent to the Aquarium.

For more tips, visit us online. news.neaq.org

2013 Year-End
Financial Summary
Last year was a combination of two very
different six-month periods. During
the first six months of the year, the
renovation of the Giant Ocean Tank,
the opening of the Blue Planet Action
Center and the upgrades to much of
the main building were completed on
time and on budget. However, as we
anticipated, the construction period had
low attendance and admissions revenue.
In contrast, the last six months of 2013
were highlighted by the launch of the
New Aquarium Experience, a period
in which multiple new attendance and
revenue records were established. In the
end, 2013 was an extraordinary year,
and one we’ll never forget.

Operating Revenue
Admission, Sales & Other

71%

Grants & Contracts

15%

Memberships

6%

Gifts

6%

Corporate Partners

2%

A Marathon Effort

After months of training and fundraising, the Aquarium’s team ran their
hearts out in the Boston Marathon in April! Every one of our runners who
started the race crossed the finish line. Thank you to the members of the
team for their incredible effort on behalf of the Aquarium. We also want
to thank everyone who generously donated to support our runners. More
than $127,000 was raised to support our education outreach programs at
schools and community centers in the greater Boston area.

Operating Expenses
Aquarium Operations,
Animal Care & Other

67%

Education

11%

Conservation/Research

10%

Fundraising

7%

Operating Reserve

5%
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Get even closer

to our animals with these
Animal Encounter programs!

July
Give Your Kids
an Underwater
Learning Adventure!
Exciting programs with
Aquarium educators
Blue Discoveries Family Days
All ages

Meet Myrtle

Learn more about the blue planet through
art, science and storytelling. All activities
are included with Aquarium admission.
Drop in between 11:00 a.m. and 3:00 p.m.
on select days throughout the year.

NEW!

(for visitors 13 and older)
Myrtle the green sea turtle is
our most famous resident. This
brand-new encounter gives you
a deep understanding of her
home—the sparkling, four-story
Giant Ocean Tank. You’ll start
with a personalized tour spiraling
up the exhibit’s ramp with staff
members who know Myrtle and
her tank mates best. Slip behind
the scenes for a guided peek
at the science, technology and
husbandry necessary to manage
this 200,000-gallon exhibit. The
highlight of the experience is a
chance to go onto the platform
where surface feedings take
place. You might serve up fish to
barracuda, krill to needlefish
or even a head of lettuce to
Myrtle herself.
Note: Visitors younger than 18 must
be accompanied by a paying adult.
Cost: $110 for members

Sunday, July 13 (Harbor Exploration)
Sunday, August 10 (Sharks)
Sunday, September 21 (Seals)

Take a Dip with
the Seals

(harbor seals, 13 and older;
fur seals, 9 and older)
Find out how you can get this close to
a fur seal or harbor seal this summer.
Cost: $110 for members

Take a Behindthe-Scenes Tour
(7 and older)

Find out what it takes to care for our
animals and exhibits. You’ll learn what
our animals eat, how we maintain their
tanks, how we nurse sick animals back
to health and other insider tidbits on
our behind-the-scenes tour. Tours
last 30 to 45 minutes. Book by
calling 617-973-5206.
Cost: $18 for members
Call Central Reservations
at 617-973-5206 to book.
For more information,
visit us online. www.neaq.org
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FEE: No fee; activities are included with your
membership.

Sea Squirts
Ages 2 – 4
Learn about the blue
planet alongside your
young child. Each
hour-long play program
• Focuses on 		
		developing motor
		 and language skills
• Encourages early
		science skills
• Includes free play,
		 songs, stories,
		activities, art
		projects and
		games
Starts September 15!
All classes are held
Sea Squirts Preview
in the Aquarium’s
Check out this introduction
Ocean Center

September:
Ocean Motion

to Sea Squirts for children
from 12 to 24 months

FEE PER SERIES:

$50 for members,
$95 for non-members*.
*Non-member fee includes Aquarium admission.
For more information call 617-226-2149 or
write to kids.ed@neaq.org.
*A $2 service fee will be added to each reservation
for non-members.

August

FILMS

8/20

Fin & Tonic
6:30 p.m. – 9:30 p.m.
Tired of kids having all the
fun? Here’s your chance to
leave the little ones at home
and enjoy all you love
about the Aquarium at this
adults-only night. Think of
it as a Dive In! memberexclusive evening, but with
tasty hors d’eouvres and a
cash bar!
Admission is free. You must
be 21 or older to attend.
Registration is required and
is limited to the number of

Penguins 3D
• 40 minutes
Set against a backdrop of
dramatic snowy peaks and
glacial crags, this charming
film follows a brave king
penguin on the journey of a
lifetime. Watch our waddling
hero and his mate raise a
chick in one of the wildest
places on Earth.

admissions permitted with
your membership level.
www.neaq.org/memberevents
Registration starts Wednesday,
August 6, at noon.

September
Don’t Miss Out
on One of Your
Best Benefits
Each month, our members
are kept up-to-date on all the
happenings with SeaMail,
our monthly e-newsletter.
Enjoy the behind-the-scenes
stories and information about
upcoming lectures, events
and special opportunities by
sharing your email address
with us.
Log on to www.neaq.org/SeaMail
to update or add your
email to our address list.

Island of Lemurs:
Madagascar 3D
• 38 minutes
The lemurs of Madagascar
will leap, sing and dance
their way into your heart!
Morgan Freeman narrates
this stunning IMAX 3D film,
complete with jaw dropping
footage of these fuzzy
daredevils catapulting
themselves from tree to tree.

Great White Shark 3D

Coming Up October 24

Fish, Fun and Fright

The Aquarium’s annual Halloween
celebration, complete with costumes,
creepy creatures and spooky fun, always
sells out fast.
Mark your calendars. Tickets go on sale
Tuesday, September 30, at Noon.

• 40 minutes
Get ready for a shark’s-eye
view as you plunge straight
into the underwater world
of nature’s most renowned
predator. Discover
the importance of this
spectacular species and
explore our blue planet on
the largest screen in New
England.

Journey to the South
Pacific 3D
• 40 minutes
Glide through shimmering
schools of fish, swim
alongside gentle whale
sharks and soak in the warm
tropical sunlight during your
own Journey to the South
Pacific.
Patron level members and above receive a select
number of one-time-use IMAX e-passes, and all
members receive discounts on ticket prices!

TICKETS: Purchase member tickets at any
Aquarium ticketing location or by phone at
1-866-815-IMAX (4629). Films, prices and
showtimes are subject to change.

RENTALS: Private screening and facility rentals,
call 617-720-5104.

PARTIES: IMAX birthday parties, call 617-973-6508.

Check www.neaq.org for a complete list
of films and show times!
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Why should kids have all the fun?

Fin & Tonic
An Adults-Only, Member-Exclusive Evening

August 20, 2014
6:30 p.m. – 9:30 p.m.
Reservations required.
details, page 13

